
Chapter 04 

Proposed Solutions 

By considering the embedded generation impacts to MV distribution network number 

of issues could be discussed, out of them mainly highlighted in this thesis, voltage 

variation and increasing of fault currents only. 

4.1 Voltage Regulation 

It is observed that most of the feeder ends experience low voltages with the absence 

of DGs. Hence increasing embedded generation in MV distribution network, feeder 

end voltage will be rice up and this would be a great advantage for CEB. But in off-

peak times, it is observed that high voltages around MHP areas. For example the area 

of Adavikanda, Erathna and Batatota (EHE-5-12-18) shows high voltage around 

111.5% in off-peak time. This voltage may harmful to the consumers, who are 

connected to the network around this area. It could be suggested that design change of 

the network, as a mitigating technique for this problem. This solution could not be 

implemented easily because it is costly. 

4.2 Increasing the Fault Level 

As a result of continuously expanding the power networks fault current level at some 

points may increase. For instance MHPs connected in remote areas. In such cases the 

fault current at certain locations after connection of the new generator may be much 

greater than the short circuit capability of the existing switchgears. This may demands 

upgrading of the existing switchgear short circuit rating. However, such upgrades are 

not easy due to: (a) high replacement cost; (b) system reliability would be greatly 

reduced during the necessary construction period, and (c) the short circuit ratings of 

the currently available circuit breakers would soon become inadequate. Other than 

replacing the existing switchgear, there are several methods that can be used to reduce 

the fault current in the power system to an acceptable level. 
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These methods include (a) network splitting, (b) current limiting reactors, (c) 

sequential network tripping and (d) Fault Current Limiters 

4.2.1 Network splitting 

In the case of network splitting, sources will be separated thus effectively reducing the 

number of sources that are contributing to fault. This in turn reduces the fault current. 

When whole system is operating as a single grid, due to availability of a number of 

parallel paths for power flow, the power system reliability is high. The network 

splitting will reduce the possible parallel paths that are supplying the normal load, 

thus reducing the system reliability. 

4.2.2 Current Limiting Reactors 

The current limiting reactor is reactive impedance, which is placed in series with the 

power line. This new impedance effectively increases the fault impedance to the fault 

and reduces the fault current. However current limiting reactors have a voltage drop 

across its terminals during the normal operation and present as a constant source of 

losses. They can interact with the other system component and cause instability [4], 

However current limiting reactors are still in practice due to their relatively low cost 

in implementation and maintenance. 

4.2.3 Sequential Network trapping 

A sequential network tripping scheqies prevents operation of circuit breakers due to 

excessive current larger than breaker rating. After detecting a fault by a circuit breaker, 

sequentially trip one or more upstream circuit breakers to limit the fault current within 

the zone of protection. The delay of final fault clearing, the opening of circuit 

breakers that are not originally affected from fault and complexity of the method are 

major disadvantages of the sequential network tripping. 

4.2.4 Fault Current Limiters 

Fault current Limiter (FCL) is a device, which is connected in series with power line 

to limit the fault current to an acceptable level by introducing high impedance during 

a fault, while showing low impedance and power loss under normal operating 
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conditions. As a result of its superior operational characteristic from power system 

operation point of view, it is considered as a good approach for limiting of fault 

current. However this has some technical and economical problems to be solved 

before introducing to the power system effectively. 

4.3 Fault Current Limiters 

FCL prevents fault current reaching damageable high levels. This is achieved by 

introducing impedance, which is increasing with the fault current, in series with the 

line. Under normal operating conditions to minimize the voltage drop and the power 

loss, the FCL device should shows very low impedance to the system. To get this 

current dependent impedance characteristic, the FCL device should be operated using 

the line current. According to the technologies used to obtain the required impedance 

characteristic, FCL can be categorized into three main groups: 

• Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCL) [5], 

• Magnetic Fault Current Limiters (MFCL) [6]and 

• Static Fault Current Limiters (StFCL). 

In addition to that there are FCL s, which can be identified as a combination of two of 

these types. (Refer Appendix - F for more details) 

There are several operational characteristics to be considered in order to select a best 

FCL scheme among different FCL types for a particular application. Some of the key 

factors related to the operational characteristics are [5]; 

a) Under the normal operating condition of the system, voltage drop across the 

FCL should be zero or very low. This can be achieved by an FCL which has 

zero or very low impedance at normal loading currents. 

b) Under the normal operating condition of the system, power loss due to the 

FCL should be zero or very low. This can be achieved by an FCL which has 

zero or very low resistance under load currents. 

c) During a fault, FCL should response to a fault by moving from its low 

impedance state to high impedance state thus limiting the fault current. In 
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order to minimize the stress on equipment this transition should be very fast. 

In the most rigorous conditions, fault current reaches peak value in less than 

time correspond to the quarter of power frequency cycle. Therefore the 

transition time of the FCL should be less than that time 5 ms for 50 Hz 

systems. 

d) After clearing the fault, for the proper operation of the power system FCL 

should move from limiting state to the normal state. This process is called as 

recovery of the FCL and time taken for the recovery should be low. 

e) FCL should show a high reliability with minimum maintenance. 

f) It can be observed that the physical size and the cost are highly depending on 

the type of FCL. It is important to minimize the volume, weight and cost by 

proper selecting an FCL. 

g) As FCL is limiting the fault current, some of the power system protection 

schemes such as over current protection will see less current than that of 

without the FCL. This may change the existing protection coordination. It is 

desirable to select an FCL which has a minimum effect on the system 

protection. 

h) In the power system, it can be observed that under over load conditions high 

currents may be present in the system for a short period of time. As FCL is 

operated with the line current, it may transit to the limiting mode 

unnecessarily under the over load conditions. It is important to make sure that 

the FCL is insensitive to normal overloads, transformer inrush current, 

discharging of capacitor banks and motor starting. 

It is unlikely that all of the above characteristics and achievable performance through 

cost effective design. In addition to limiting the fault current, in the power system 

point of view FCL has several other advantages: (a) improvement of system stability 

(b) reduction of voltage sag during and after a fault and (c) reduction of cost in the 

case of new installations. However it is recognized that application of an FCL may 

have negative effects on protection coordination. Therefore comprehensive studies are 

required before applying an FCL to the utility network.[7] 
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4.4 Applications of Fault Current Limiters 

FCL is introducing current dependent series impedance to the power line which limits 

the current during a fault. Even though ideally it is preferred to have zero impedance 

across the line under normal operation conditions, depending on the type of FCL, 

nature of the impedance, size of impedance and impedance transition characteristics 

varies. Further location of the FCL also changes the effective impedance. The change 

in the line impedance modifies the surge impedance, power flows and load angles of 

the system. Therefore comprehensive studies are requires to analyse the system under 

different phenomena such as voltage sags, protection coordination, transient stability 

and operational losses. 

It was found that the location of an FCL is the most dominant factor for application 

considerations. Therefore an FCL located (a) at a Feeder, (b) in a transformer circuit, 

(c) at bus section, (d) at connection point of Distributed Generator and (e) in a 

transmission line was considered [6]. 

FCL schemes such as thyristor switched FCLs can limit and interrupt the fault current. 

There are other FCL s where complete current interruption can not be achieved under 

those conditions, the current interruption by downstream device is compulsory to 

clear the fault. 

4.4.1 Fault Current Limiter at primary distribution feeder 

Grid substation, where voltage transformation is taking place, is an essential power 

system component. At a grid substation, the electricity is converted from transmission 

level voltage to a distribution level voltage and distributed to the consumers. In 

practice, a grid substation supplies more than one primary radial distribution feeder. 

During a fault at a downstream location of the feeder, the circuit breaker (CB) at the 

starting point of the faulty feeder should operate to clear the fault. Also this fault is 

detected by all the CB s in the upstream. It is possible to install an FCL at the primary 

distribution feeder as shown in Figure 4.1 to limit the fault current during a fault in 

that feeder. 
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FCL 

Figure 4.1: FCL at primary distribution feeder 

When FCL is installed at the primary distribution feeder, FCL is operating only for a 

fault in the distribution feeder where FCL is installed. Since most of the distribution 

feeders are radial, it is required to use separate FCL for each feeder. As system has 

several distribution feeders and each feeder required an FCL, a number of FCL s 

required becomes high. When whole system is considered overall power loss is 

considerably high as a result of having a large number of FCL units in the system. 

Although several FCL s are needed to limit the current in a distribution system, this 

location is attractive as the rating of the FCL is relatively low. When an FCL is 

located at the distribution feeder voltage sag experienced by the bus will be greatly 

reduced depending on the system parameters, type of the fault and impedance of the 

FCL. Thus improving the voltage profile and minimizing the voltage sags due to the 

fault. 

4.4.2 Fault Current Limiter at Transformer circuit 

To limit the distribution level fault current an FCL also can be installed at transformer 

circuit as shown in Figure 4.2. An FCL located at this location limits the current 

during a fault in any feeder. Therefore it is possible to reduce the number of FCL s 

required for a system. This resulted in relatively low installation capital. In the 

transformer circuit, it is possible to install FCL either in high voltage side or in low 

voltage side. Application of an FCL at low voltage side reduces the required 

installation level. The continuous current rating of an FCL can be selected as the total 

current taken by all feeders connected to the transformer. Therefore the continuous 



current rating is relatively large when compared to that at the feeder. This increases 

the operational losses and the cooling cost of the device. 

Transmission 
System Distribution 

Transformer Distribution System 

Figure 4.2: FCL at distribution transformer circuit 

In voltage sag point of view an FCL at the distribution transformer can not improve 

the voltage profile at downstream distribution bus as in the case of FCL connected to 

a feeder. This scheme allows replacing a number of FCL s in feeders by one FCL at 

bus tie. An FCL connected to a bus coupler at the distribution system minimizes the 

insulation problems and reduces the size and the weight. 

4.4.3 FCL at connection point of Distributed Generator 

Most of the fault current increment problems are associated with connection of 

distributed generators at remote areas. In most of the cases contribution to the fault 

current from DG increases the fault current and resulted in exceeding of switchgear 

short circuit current ratings. The installation of an FCL in series with the DG as 

shown in Figure 4.3, limits the fault current contribution from DG, thus reducing the 

increment of fault current in the original network. During a fault in the main grid, 

FCL only limits the fault current contribution from the DG. As this current 

contribution is relatively low with respect to the current coming from the Grid in feed, 

the percentage reduction of total fault current experienced by devices is low. This 

means that the connection of DG has minimal effect to the original network during the 

fault condition. 
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Figure 4.3: FCL at connection point of DG 

FCL can not improve the voltage of the distribution network during a fault when 

compared to other application locations. 

Effect of nature of the FCL impedance 

Impedance of an FCL is resistive or inductive or combination of both. The resistive 

type FCL offers resistive impedance to the fault current while inductive type is 

showing an inductive reactance to the fault. Two types of FCL s with the same 

impedance are giving two different current limiting capabilities depend on the 

application. In most cases fault impedance is inductive. Inductive type FCL limits the 

fault current to a greater extend than that provides by a resistive type FCL. However, 

resistive type has an advantage of enhancing the transient stability. 

4.5 Thyristor Control Series Capacitor as FCL 

Due to potential threat for the environment, depletion of the resource and difficulty of 

finding right of way for new transmission facilities, there is a recent trend towards 

connecting Distributed Generation (DG) mainly based on renewable energy sources. 

In many instances these sources are available in locations where utility grid is very 

weak. The weak networks impose many operational constraints when connecting DG 

and therefore utilities tends to impose large safety margins when allowing DG 

interconnection. Some of the operational issues of DG interconnection include 

violation of voltage and line flow limits, fault current exceeding switchgear rating and 
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stability issues. Due to the controllable impedance characteristic and simple structure 

of the Thyristor Control Series Capacitor (TCSC), it will be a potential device for 

solving most of the above mentioned problems. 

4.6 Introduction to TCSC 

So far TCSC is widely used in transmission networks to increase power transfer 

capability, to improve the transient stability, to reduce transmission losses and to 

damp power system oscillations [9]. Among various TCSC configurations available, 

the basic configuration shown in Figure 4.14 was selected for this study. TCSC is 

simply a variable reactance connected in series with power lines. It consists of a fixed 

capacitor and a Thyristor Controlled Reactor (TCR) connected in parallel with the 

capacitor. 
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Figure 4.4: Basic Structure of TCSC 

The TCR is offering a variable inductive reactance, which is controlled by firing delay 

angle a of thyristor Thl and Th2. The steady state impedance of the TCSC is the 

parallel combination of the fixed capacitive impedance X c and the TCR variable 

inductive impedance XL(a). The steady state effective impedance of the TCSC, 

XTCSC (a) can be expressed as in equation 4 .1 [8]. Magnitude of the TCR impedance is 

given by equation 4.2 in terms of firing angle and reactor impedance XL(=©L). Where 

L is inductance of the reactor and a is the delay angle measured from zero crossing of 

the capacitor voltage. 
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X-rcsc(a) -
Xc.XL (a) 

X c - X L ( a ) 
4.1 

Where; 
7T 

XL(a) XL 4.2 
2 Ti - 2a + Sin (2a) 

The typical variation of the TCSC impedance with the delay angle a is shown in 

Figure 4.5. As the firing angle (a) decreases from 180° to ares, TCSC impedance 

(XTCSC(CO) i s varying in the capacitive region from its minimum value of 1/coC up to 

parallel resonance. When a is increasing from 90° to ares impedance Xxcsc(a) varies in 

the inductive region from its minimum value of Xl-Xc / (Xc-XL) up to parallel 

resonance. Therefore provided that the impedance of the TCR reactor (XL) is smaller 

than that of the capacitor (Xc) the TCSC has two operating ranges: inductive and 

capacitive. When the firing angle is reaching resonance angle (a res) the impedance of 

the TCSC can be infinitely large and that region should be avoided. The allowable 

operating regions are defined using pi and p2. Firing angles of (ares-P0 and (ares+ P2) 

are corresponds to maximum allowable inductive and capacitive impedance 

respectively. 

o ft 

Inductive 

a 90' ares - Pi ares ! ares + P2 
180 

! Firing 
! Angle (deg) 

Figure 4.5: Impedance characteristic of TCSC 
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4.7 Proposed TCSC for distribution network applications 

4.7.1 Operation modes 

According to the impedance characteristic of TCSC shown in Figure 8.2, two 

impedance regions can be identified: inductive and capacitive [6], With the help of 

variable nature of the impedance different operating modes can be defined according 

to the application. As this study is focusing on issues related to the connection of DGs 

to existing distribution network, two operating modes namely, (a) voltage 

compensation mode and (b) fault current limiting mode were considered. The voltage 

controller was designed such that when the voltage is less than the set level, the TCSC 

is switched to variable capacitive impedance mode, where as when the voltage is 

higher than the set level, the TCSC is switched to variable inductive impedance mode. 

When ever there is a fault the TCSC was taken into high inductive impedance region 

thus limiting the fault current. The amount of current limiting can be controlled by 

adjusting the firing angle. 

4.7.2 Configuration and operation of TCSC model 

By considering the required operating modes, the basic configuration of the TCSC 

scheme was designed as shown in Figure 4.6. The TCSC model used for this study 

consists of three sub systems: (1) TCSC power circuit, (2) thyristor gate drive system 

and (3) controller. The TCSC power circuit made up of parallel combination of a 

fixed capacitor and Thyristor Controlled Reactor (TCR). A Metal Oxide Variastor 

(MOV) is connected in parallel with the capacitor for over voltage protection. 

Thyristor gate drive system consist of thyristor driver circuit and necessary isolation 

devices. The controller is based on the voltage across the capacitor. In order to 

produce the firing pulses at required angle, a triangular wave, which is synchronized 

to the TCSC voltage is compared with a dc reference level, which is define by the line 

current or the voltage downstream to the TCSC. The firing pulses are fed to the 

thyristor driver circuit via an isolation circuit. Developed circuit in MATLAB is 

shown in Appendix - E. 



4.6 Configuration of TCSC and control system 



4.8 Selection of operation regions 

Although the proposed TCSC scheme is consist of both voltage and current feedback 

to manipulate the operating point of the device, in the prototype TCSC, only current 

feedback signal was considered to avoid unnecessary complexity. However, voltage 

control feature was also included to the device with the help of the current signal by 

using it as as indirect measurement of voltage. Considering the two required operating 

modes and impedance characteristic of TCSC, four impedance modes were selected 

for this study. During each region to obtain the required impedance the firing angle 

was defined as a function of the measured current, which defines the state of the 

network. The variation of firing angle with the measured line current was selected as 

shown in Figure 8.5. The four operating regions are briefly explained below. 

(a) Minimum capacitive impedance mode 

Under light load conditions, where load current is less than the rated current, neither 

current limiting nor the voltage controlling is required for this network as voltage 

increment under light loading is acceptable. Then TCSC impedance should be in 

capacitive impedance region with the minimum impedance value. In order to achieve 

this mode the firing angle was maintained at 180° for the current up to the rated 

current. 
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Figure 4.7: Expected firing angle variation with line current 
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(b) Variable capacitive impedance mode 

In the case of over loading conditions, as the voltage could reduce below the lower 

limit of the statutory limits, voltage compensation is required. Then TCSC should 

introduce capacitive impedance to the line. As the amount of compensation required 

depends on the over loading current, the capacitive impedance should be increased 

with the line current. To obtain this characteristics firing angle was decreased from 

180° to (ares+P2)0 , when the line current is increasing from rated to maximum 

allowable load current. Then capacitive impedance is increasing from minimum to 

allowable maximum. 

(c) Maximum capacitive impedance 

In order to differentiate between the over load condition and the fault condition, a 

minimum fault current for the network was defined. When current is in between the 

allowable over load limit and the minimum fault, the model was designed to operate 

with maximum capacitive impedance. The firing angle was kept constant at (ares+p2)° 

for entire current range. 

(d) Variable inductive impedance mode 

If line current exceeds the minimum fault current, it can be identified as a fault 

situation and the device was switched to current limiting operation. The TCSC should 

operate as FCL with inductive impedance to reduce the fault current by increasing the 

line impedance. When fault current is increasing from its minimum to maximum, 

firing angle was adjusted from 90 to (ai-es _ p2)° lineally to increase the inductive 

impedance. Thus TCSC offers more limiting for higher fault currents. 

4.8.1 Selection of components for TCSC 

The selection of TCSC power circuitry components: capacitor, reactor and thyristor 

basically depend on the network parameters and the required performance of the 

TCSC. During the light loading condition as the TCSC is operated at the minimum 

capacitive impedance mode, the TCSC impedance is same as capacitor impedance. 
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Under this condition TCSC impedance should be small enough to maintain the 

voltage within the allowable voltage range of 94% to 106% of rated. On the other 

hand when system operates under the minimum over loading, the maximum possible 

impedance of the TCSC should be higher enough to maintain the voltage within the 

allowable voltage range. By considering both conditions with the studies carried out 

in MATLAB simulation package a 1200 uF capacitor was selected for this application. 

Inductor need to be selected by considering both the required current limiting 

capability and resonance angle (ares). From the simulation studies, a 3 mH inductor 

was selected to achieve 10-15% current limiting and resonance angle of 123°. 

4.8.2 Design the circuit of TCSC 

As explain in section 4.7.2 and shown in Fig.4.6 available components of MATLAB 

simulation package was used to design TCSC [10]. It is essential to create a triangular 

signal, which is synchronized with TCSC capacitor voltage. Full wave bridge rectifier 

was connected to detected voltage across the capacitor. The full wave rectified signal 

is shifted by adding a small dc voltage and zero crossing detectors also used to get 

accurate triangular signal from the module. In order to maintain required firing angle, 

the correct firing pulses needed to be generated. Hence the comparator compares the 

line current with the triangular signal was used to generate firing pulses. 

Figure 4.8: Wave forms of the firing pulses 
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4.9 Testing and simulation of prototype TCSC 

The designed TCSC model was tested with the network and investigated the expected 

performances. Three FCL units were applied to different branches of sample network 

and tried to reduce the fault currents to acceptable level. Test results are tabulated 

below in the Table 4.1 

4.9.1 Performance as an FCL 

The fault current limiting performance was studied by considering the fault current at 

same selected points of the network for a three phase balanced faults: (a) before 

connecting the FCL, (b) after connecting the TCSC in series with line. While 

analyzing the circuit points H, J, and S gave high fault currents. Same as maximum 

fault current contribution also detected. Few important observations derived from the 

results given in Table 4.1 are given below. 

• Before connecting the FCL fault current at H was 19.95kA and it has been 

reduced to 14kA while performing the FCL connected to Batatota MHP line. 

• Giving same results, fault levels of point of J and S have been decreased to 

acceptable levels. 

For this application it is clearly observed that TCSC reduces the fault current to an 

acceptable level. As TCSC only limiting the current from DG, percentage of total 

current reduction is less. In the point of view of over-current protection, low current 

reduction is important as it will ensure that the existing protection system. 
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Table 4.1: Performance Data for FCL 

Fault Current Current 

Feeder Location without FCL with FCL contribution from 

pu kA pu kA MHP s in pu 

B 

C 5.00 8.75 4.2 7.35 I- 0.5, K- 0.2, L- 0.4 

D 2.55 4.46 2.55 4.46 G- 0.5, E-0.85 

E 

F 5.8 10.15 4.2 7.35 I- 1.5, K- 0.3, L- 0.7 

05 G 

H 11.4 19.95 8.25 14.43 1-3.5, K- 2.0, L-2.6 

I 

J 14.00 24.5 9.00 15.75 L- 5.0, K- 3.0,1- 2.5 

K 

L 

M 7.2 12.6 7.1 12.4 N- 5.3, O- 0.7 

06 N 

0 

P 10.00 17.5 8.65 15.13 V- 2.8, R- 2.0, U- 1.0 

Q 9.5 16.6 8.7 15.22 
U- 0.8, T- 0.6, R- 4.0, 

V- 0.8 

08 
R 

08 
S 11.00 19.25 7.75 13.56 U- 7.0, T- 2.3, R- 1.2 

T 

U 

V 

Grid 

Bus 
A 9.00 15.75 7.85 13.73 
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